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Leaving your cares outside. Curl up next to your most valued 
possession, fluffy feathers that cradle you. Ease your mind in a 
life less traveled when relaxing with this lovely cushion. 100% 
cotton, polyester fabric makes this purchase affordable and 
comfortable. Ideal for a new born nursery or bed and 
breakfast guest room. Matching blanket, pillows and daybed 
sold separately. Complete the set; the Alice Bunting Flag, a 
matching decor to enhance the wall, the Alice Heart Cushion, 
Square Cushion, and Alice Rectangle Decor featured in photo. 
Breathe deeply while relaxing with Alice.  
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Aice Bird Cushion featured with daybed, Alice Cot Quilt, and Rectangle Decorator Cushion. 

A new born comes home. After the joyous event, a couple 
brings their baby home to a quilt and pillow. Ever admiration 
and astonishment for their new addition consumes their 
thoughts while noticing the subtle nuances surrounding the 
nursery; the soft quilt and inviting pillows. What mirthful 
excitement and new child is! Changing and feeding are a 
breeze as they admire the blossoming fabric. Embody the 

magnificent life to be shared through a fascinating home 
decor. And after the pledge of love falls into a deep slumber. 
The couple breathes easy and relaxes. One pulls the blanket 
over the baby’s shoulders and the other drags the cushion 
and slips it under the head. They exit in deep reflection as 
they recount a day that has changed their lives forever. All 
comforts provided by the Alice Collection; Linens N Things.    



 Strategizing a baby nursery is difficult. Many items are 
available and its hard to find the right pieces. What is truly 
worth buying? Things to be purchased rely on consumer 
tastes, however a little bit goes a long way. In the case of a 
new parent, everything seems like a great purchase. This is 
problematic for buyers on a budget. These essentials will 
bring quality product together for a good price. View the 
entire Alice Collection and you’ll be inspired to add the 
correct items for you and your parenting style. 

 The most essential pieces in a nursery revolve around a 
baby’s bed. Choosing a crib or bassinet is important because 
it is the focus of the room. There are plenty of styles to choose 
from. Whatever your choice, make sure the bed is sturdy. 
There are plenty of options at Linens N Things. Next to and 
on top of the bed, the nursery has to have proper bedding. 
Newborn bedding is not just essential to relaxation but it can 
also be inspiring for the decorating process. The Alice 
Collection from Linens N Things provides not only a vast 
number of bedding options but all of these pieces work 
together as decoration. This creates a gleeful mood for the 
child and in turn begins life the way it should be, with joy.  
The Alice Bird Cushion itself makes people happy. 100% 
cotton makes it cool and breathable. It’s thick and everything 
about it is pleasant. A gentle comfort for the neck. It’s a small 
pillow so when you roll over to sleep, your face is very close to 
the mattress. It’s a soft, scrunchable pillow that can keep 
your neck’s natural curve. In contrast, a luxury hotel will 
provide multiple options for pillows because they have a wide 

array of customers. The Alice Collection has a specific 
purpose for an affordable price. All of them. Many critics will 
argue whether a pillow is needed for sleep at all. Although 
side sleeping is generally considered the healthiest sleeping 
position, it requires a pillow for support. Side sleepers need a 
pillow to work in tandem with their mattress to keep their 
spine straight while they sleep. This rings true from their hips 
all the way to their head. 

 The last but not least, essential piece for a nursery is 
cleanliness. Proper cleanliness is important in general. 
However, it becomes heightened when it comes to managing 
your nursery. Different from the home, a nursery can be very 
susceptible to bacteria. For a moment, consider polyester. A 
durable fabric, it looks whiter when soaked with detergent 
and with a normal laundry, polyester lasts for a long time. 
The Alice Collection is made of polyester. Optimal cleaning 
methods vary but all  can agree that the methods are 
practical. Soak a rag in water with this recipe: a solution of 1 
teaspoon mild laundry detergent, 1 teaspoon white vinegar 
and 1 quart of warm water. Test your cleaner on a small part 
of the product first and then use a brush or applicant to 
clean.  

 The Alice Collection has all the pieces you need for a 
decorative, clean nursery. At Linens N Things, shop in store 
or online. Create a joyous environment for the newest 
addition to your family.


